
GÄSSLÖSA, along the Viskan River

Boras is a dynamic city of Sweden, enjoying many qualities and facilities.
It is a well-connected city - only 30 min train ride from Göteborg, in the 
junction of many railways and motorways, very attractive for activities 
and industries. The industrial heritage is a strength for the city’s 
development.
The expansion strategy can be supported by very high quality 
geographical sites, with many semi nature areas, forests and the river 
Viskan.

AN EXTENSION OF THE CITY CENTRE 
Boras is a polycentric city, where the historical centre is a strategical and 
active heart. Peripheral neighbourhoods are very attractive for people 
looking for a greener life, larger spaces and calm districts. 
Nowadays, The Gässlösa neighbourhood, as an outlying district, is 
disconnected from the city centre life even though it is located on the 
edge of the dense city and directly connected to the city centre by the 
historical Gässlösavägen road. 
The new Gässlösa neighbourhood will offer the same urban qualities as 
a city centre : intense road network, diversity of use, diversity of housing 
type, density that provide proximity, and qualitative publicspace . 

THE BLUE / GREEN / YELLOW STRETCHES, LINKS BETWEEN THE CITY 
CENTRE AND GASSLOSA NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD.
The Viskan river winds between the centre of the city and the south 
neighbourhood without connecting the different encounted areas.
Ìn the city centre the riverbanks are qualified and designed as public 
spaces that make them useful and valuable places.
The project plans to continue this system through the city until the south 
districts that connect Gässlösa to the centre. 
These blue and green stretches support the new public squares network, 
becoming a promenade on the natural banks which sometimes 
expand becoming small or a larger public squares, offering different 
programmatic areas. 
This promenade can also be linked with an art program, connecting 
museums and public spaces in which street art can be developed and 
become a part of the yellow stretch (the public spaces system).

INTEGRATION TO THE CITY’S ROAD NETWORK, CREATION OF URBAN 
PATHWAYS
Good accessibility is a vital condition for a remarkable and dense urban 
development.

Increase the value of the main road
Gässlösavägen road is considered as an urban route extending 
Druveforsvägen and needing valorisation: enlargement of the sidewalk 
when it is possible, trees plantation, continuous bicycle road and parking.
The northern side of Gässlösavägen receives high density buildings with 
retail and offices on the lower floors, creating an attractive and agreeable 
side walk.
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Gathering north and south across the Viskan river
The Viskan river Is today invisible and an unprogrammatic space, it winds 
between industrials sites and housings area.
Two new bridges are created and the two existing bridges are enlarged. 
With these new connections the Viskan river is no longer a boundary. 

Extending the network
The new Gässlösa neighbourhood also needs the creation of new roads 
that connect :
- East to West : Gässlösa to the main road Varbergsvägen 
- North to south : Göta and Druvefors to the St. Sigfrid griftegård across 
the Viskan river
The new plot division has been designed in order to allow an evolution in 
stages over a long period of time.

Actual road network

New conection

THE YELLOW STRETCH : A NETWORK OF PUBLIC SPACES CONNECTED 
TO THE RIVER 
The riverbanks are designed as a promenade for pedestrian and bicycles 
from the centre to the St. Sigfrid griftegård.
The new urban park upon the existing piece of forest becomes a part of 
the “Green stretch” extending though the city and located in the center of 
the new Gässlösa neighbourhood.
A network of pedestrian paths is developed from the main roads towards 
the river.

DENSE URBAN ENVIRONMENT AND PRESERVED NATURE 
Along the Viskan river
The Viskan river is a central element for the urban development and 
provides great qualities for the neighborhood and the surroundings.
The bank of the Viskan river is kept natural on its main part, with a 
continuous walkway along the river.
On several sections the walkway is enlarged and receives new uses such 
as a playground for children, pic-nic areas, benches and recreation areas.
On the main public spaces, the banks are occasionally remodelled in 
order to give access to the water.

Reducing the ecological impact of urbanisation 
Restoring natural ground and garden instead of artificial ground 
increases the development of biodiversity and natural rainwater 
infiltration. 
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Creating a vegetal framework 
The new Gässlösa neighbourhood develops a vegetal structure that goes 
hand in hand with road and public spaces ‘s network.

A NEW URBAN FABRIC
Extension ot the Göta ‘s neighbourhood grid 
The Göta‘s neighbourhood offers an interesting example of multi-
dwelling buildings organised with a large collective garden. 
The new Gässlösa neighbourhood could extend that urban structure 
integrating new issues such as diversity of use, flexibility, density, and 
quality of dwelling (the need of a terrace, or balcony for example).

High density constructions on the river banks 
The banks of the river can support a high-density construction justified 
by the proximity of the main road and the great views that height will 
provide.

Creation of a facade on the St. Sigfrid griftegård
The Jössagatan road that forms the southern limit of Gässlösa gives great 
opportunities to create south-west orientated housing with great views 
towards the park.

Several types of mixed-use
The strategies for a mixed-use urban fabric includes:
- Integration of existing architecture and activities in the new urban fabric 
- Preservation and valorisation of old industrial buildings 
- Combinations of workshop, workspace, retail and housing 
- Diversity of housing : multi-dwelling buildings, row-houses and high 
density buildings

Transformable typologies
The ground floors are dedicated to mixed uses as offices, craft, retail or 
even atypical housing, with important ceiling height, large volumes and 
direct access to parking and courtyard. 
Higher levels are dedicated to housing and offices with terraces and great 
views.
All inhabitants share a large collective yard and a landscaped parking 
area.

CREATING NEW CENTRALITIES
The new neighbourhood offers two main public squares and polarities:
- The old shoe factory converted into a cultural centre and museum of 
Gässlösa’s History , open on a new public square crossing the river, and 
connecting the north and the south banks (and Gässlösavägen road) .
- The new large central public space, the neighbourhood’s square, in 
witch the new public school and other local services and retails take 
place.

FACTORY SQUARE

GÄSSLÖSA SQUARE

A mixed use program : Activies / Housing - Retail  /  Housing
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These new public buldings and squares are both located along (and 
across) the Viskan River and the Gässlösavägen road, that offer great 
accessibility and visibility from the centre.

These public squares along the water participate in the definition of a 
specific identity of the new Gässlösa neighbourhood; semi urban nature, 
connected to the river in many places.

A NEW SCHOOL FOR GASSLOSA,
The entrance of the new schools is located on the main square that leads 
to the river. 
The school and the pre-school are gathered by a common covered 
entrance, but their organisations are then very different:
- The pre-school comprises three rows of classrooms and each classroom 
has a direct access to the garden. 
- The school consists of a great covered hall and playground area and a 
regular building for the classrooms 

All volumes look for great solar orientation and zenithal  light.
The building is constructed in wood to reduce ecological impact.
The hall is open on the schoolyard and the natural landscape of the hills 
and forest.
The main facade of the school is both urban and open to the landscape.

The hall is open on the schoolyard and the natural landscape of the hills and 
forest.

The school and the pre-school are gathered by a common covered entrance.
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